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Abstract. Let M be a class of matrices, M* a proper subclass of M, and $(n) = $(y6; M, M*) the 
largest integer k with the property that every n x n matrix of class M possesses a k x k subma- 
trix of class M*. In the present paper we seek to estimate $(n) when n is large for two particular 
specifications of the pair of classes M, M*. 
1. Introduction 
Let M be a class of matrices and M* a proper subclass of M, with the 
understanding that IV*, and so also M, contains matrices of every size. 
Our main concern is with the possibility of establishing statements of 
the type: every matrix of class M possesses a “large” submatrix of class 
M*. More precisely, let $@) = $(n; M, M*) denote the largest integer k 
with the property that every n X n matrix of class M possesses a k X k 
submatrix of class M*. The problem then is to estimate $(n) for large 
values of n. One problem of this type was discussed by us in a recent 
paper [ 11. In the present note, we propose to investigate two further 
questions conforming to the pattern described above; and we hope, on a 
future occasion, to contribute to the solution of other problems of the 
same general character. 
Let a real matrix be called row-monotonic resp. column-motiotonic if 
every one of its rows resp. columns is a monotonic sequence. A matrix 
which is both row-monotonic and column-monotonic will be said to be 
monotonic. When M is the class of re,al matrices and M* that of mono- 
tonic resp. row-monotonic matrices, the function \Il(n; M, M*) will be 
denoied by v(n) :,esp. p(n). In [ 1 ] we showed that, for all sufficiently 
large values of n, 
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(1 ‘-I v(n) r 
log log 11 
.ij 
log 2 
- 2 log log log log I1 ; 
but we were not able to obtain an upper bound for v(n). In Section 2, 
we shall seek to estimate P(U). This function is naturally easier to handle 
than v(n), and consequently our conclusions are more definitive. We 
shiall, in fact, prove the following result. 
Theorem 1. For every positive number e, there exists an 2T teger t20 (E) 
such that the inequalities 
(1 -e) l”gr2 log 12 
log log f2 
< p(n) < (2 + e) 
log log 12 
hold whenever 12 > n*(e). 
Since, trivially, v(n) <_ p(n), this result implies that 
(1.2) v(n)=Q (Liy-) . 
There is somr: reason to believe tkt :t the true order of magnitude of v(n) 
i%; closer to the upper bound in (I 2) than to the lower bound in ( 1.1). 
Next, for a natural number I, i-ire class M’ of matrices is defined by 
the requirement that a matrix belongs to M’ if its elements have at most 
r different values. When 0 < s < p; M = M’, M* = AC?‘, we shall denote 
the function $(n; M, M*) by X&I). In other words, x,,(n) is the largest 
i:?teger k such that every IZ X n matrix of class Mr possesses a k X k su5- 
matrix of class Ms. The aim of Section 3 is the proof of the following 
theorem. 
Tlworem 2. Let r, s be natuval numbers with s < r and let E be a positive 
PIumber. Then there exist integers 12~ (r, s) arid n 1 (r, s, E) sti 92 that 
(1.3) x&O < 
2 log n 
log (r/s) 
for all 12 > nO(r. s) , 
e !.A) x,,w > ( 1 - E) 
log n 
log (r,Js) 
jbr all n > n,(r, s, e) . 
Possibly t!le asymptotic formula 
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log n 
x,,(n) m -- 
log (dd 
is valid for II + * and fixed values of r and s, but the evidence is too 
scanty to allow us to invest this speculative result with the dignity of a 
“conjecture”. 
A matrix in M* may be thought of as a matrix all of whose elements 
are 0 or 1.) and such a matrix will be called an incidence matrix. Again, a 
matrix inM1 (i.e., a matrix all of whose elements are equal) will be said 
to be homogeneous. Thus x*,1 (12) is the largest integer li such that every 
12 X IZ incidence matrix possesses a k X k homogeneous submatrix, It 
will be seen below that the problem of estimating x2 1 (n), and indeed 
x,,(n), is related to a question raised by Zarankiewidz [ 51 and discussed 
in’ a very interesting paper by KGvari, S6s and Turin [ 4 ] (and subse- 
q!.iently by others; see e.g. the bibliography in [6] ). 
Let O,(n) denote the smallest integer nz with the property that every 
n X n incidence matrix with at least ytz zero elements possesses a k >(I k: 
zero submatrix. Zarankiewicz proposed the problem of estitnating 6$(n) 
and Kavari, Stjs and Turin proved, in particular, that, for k 2 2, 
(1.5; S,(H) < 1 + nk + (k - l)llk n2-(llk) . 
We shall exhibit ( 1.4) as quite an easy consequence of C 1 S) and a weak- 
ened form of the upper bound in ( 1.3); but, in order to present a self- 
contained argument, we shall also offer an independent proof of ( 1.4) 
in the Appendix. 
2. Row-monotonic submatrices 
The cardinal of a set 5: will be denoted by ISI. All sequences and ma- 
trices in the present section are assumed to be real. We shall say that 
the sequence (yl, . . . . y,) cor2tro:'s the sequence (xi , . ..) xn) if si 5 xj 
whenever yi <_ yi. We begin with a lemma which is almost obvious and 
is only included for the completeness of the record. 
Lemma 1. Let X = (x1, . . . . x, ) be a sequence of n terms. Thpti there 
exists a permutation of (1, . . . . II) wC2icIz controls X. 
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Let ,r be a bijection of (1, . . . . n} inlo itself such that 
Writing 7r = 7-l , we see that the sequence (s(l), . . . . n(n)) has the desired 
property. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1. Denote by S(n) the class of 
all n X n matrices in which every row is a permutation of (1, . . . . n) and 
let p*(n) be the greatest integer k such that every matrix in S(n) has a 
k x k row-monotonic submatrix. Then obviously p*(n) 2 P(H). 
Now let A be any n X n matrix. We replace (as we may do by virtue 
of Lemma 1) each row of A by a permutation of (1, . . . . n) which con- 
trols that row, and -A E denote the resulting matrix by A ‘. Now A’ pos- 
sesses a row-monotonic submatrix B’ of type p*(n) X p*(n). The sub- 
matrix B of A which occupies the same position as B’ does in A’ is again 
row-monotonic; and we conclude that every n X n matrix pcssesses a 
p*(a) X p*(n) row-monotonic submatrix, i.e. p*(n) <_ p(n); and there- 
,fore 
(2.1) P*(n) = p(n) * 
Next, let S(n, k) denate the subset of S(n) consisting of those ma- 
trices which possess arow-monotonic k X k submatrix. We shall des- 
,zribe a systematic onstruction of all matrices in S(ra, k). This will yie1.d 
:m upper bound for IS(n, k)f and ultimately for p(n). In our argument, 
we shall be guided by a very simple but effective procedure adopted by 
ErdBs and Moser [ 21 in their discussion of transitive subtournaments. 
The same procedure will be invoked again in Section 3. 
Let us, in the first place, fix our attention on the position of a parti- 
zular Jc X k submatrix B in the n X n matrix A E S(n). To ensure that B 
should be row-monotonic, we choose to begin with k numbers from 
I f **-> n, arrange them either in ascending or in descending order, and 
place them in the first row of B. The remaining places of A in that row 
can be filled in (n - k)! ways. Thus one row of A which intersects B
z-m be made up in 
(n - k)! = 2 $ 
. 
+vays, and so the k rows can be made up in (2n!/k!)k ways. The remain- 
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ing n - k rows of A do not intersect B and can be filled in @I!)“-~ ways. 
Thus we can choose A in 
2k 
n! k 
( ) 
kr (n!PnMk 
. 
=(n!)n (j$-) k 
. 
ways so as to malce row-monotonic ak X k submatrix B situated in a 
prescribed position. But the position of B can be chosen in (“, j’ ways, 
and so ive have now a :set of 
matrices, not all distinct, which contains S(n, k). It follows that 
IS(n, k)l<, ($ (l19n (f$ <, 5 (n!)” (5) 
. 
=%A (n!)” . 
. 
But, for k = p*(n), S(n, k) = S(n) and so 
(n!)n = 
(2n 2. )k 
IS(n)1 = IS(n, k)l< --_-- (n!)” . 
(k!)‘“‘” 
Now, for each j 2 1; we have 
(2.2) i! > (j j,” , 
and therefore, 
(2n2)k 2 (k!)k’2 > (-$ k)k(k+2) > 29 > &k)k’2 . 
Supposing that k is sufficiently large, we heave 
(2.3) 
2 log n 
=> klogk=x, - 
say. Further 
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(2.4) k =A--- 
log k 
<(l te+- 
logx’ 
i3ui y/log y is ultimately a monotonically increasing function and there- 
Core, by (2.1), 92.3) and (2.4), 
p(n) = p*(n) = k < (1 t e) -2- 
(2.5) 
log x 
< (1 t e) %/log (S) 
provided .!hat k is sufficiently large, say p(n) > k&). If, on the other 
hand, p(n3 <_ k,(e), then (2.5) holds trivially for all sufficiently large IZ. 
Thus the upper bound for p(n) in Theorem 1 has been established. 
To obtain the lower bound, we rely on a simplified form of the argu- 
ment used in [ 11 to discuss the existence of large monotonic subma- 
trices. Write 
( 1 k2 h k = 
and consider any matrix of type kh X k2. Each of its rows is a sequence 
of k2 te::ms and so, by a well-known theorem of Erdos and Szekeres [ 3 1, 
each row possesses a monotonic subsequence of k terms. Now there are 
altogether k possible positions for these subsequences in each row and 
SC x least k of the kh rows contain monotonic k-term subsequences in 
the same ;,osition. This means that every kh X k2 matrix contains a row- 
monotonic k X k submatrix and therefore, a fortiori, 
(2.6) 
Now, for a given large integer n, let k be defined by the inequalities 
Then, by (2.6), 
(2.7) ~00 2 p (k ( - l)(‘::; j2))> k- 11. 
Again, using (2.2), we note that 
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n<k 
Therefore, 
iogn<(l +e)klogk, 
log r1 
-- < k log k == x , 
l+E 
say. Hence k < x and x < k log x, so that 
k> A> 
1 logx 
Therefore, in view of (2.7), 
p(n) 2 k - 1 > 
and Theorem 1 has now been established. 
Undoubtedly, our inequalities could be given the sharper form 
where both f(n) and g(n) are positive and o(log n/log log n). However, 
we have not attempted to write out a detailed proof. 
3. The classes M’ and MS 
We shall now give the proof of Theorem 2. and we shall begin with 
the easier inequality (1.3). Let II, k be natural numbers with k 5 II and 
let C(n, k) be the set of all those matrices whose elements are in 
(1, .**, r) and which possess at least one k X k submatrix of class MS. 
We proceed to describe a systematic way of writing down all matrices in 
C(n, k). 
The position of a k X k submatrix of an n :, tz matrix can be chosen 
in (i)2 ways. If we now select the elements of the submatrix from 
(1, ***, s), then the submatrix can be filled in s k2 ways, and the same 
statement is true for any other choice of 5 integers taken from { 1, . . . . Y). 
Thus the selected k X k submatrix can be filled in at most (i) sk2 ways 
subject to the requirement that it should belong to Ms. The remaining 
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n2 - k2 elements can be chosen arbitrarily from ( 1, . . . . v) ; this can be 
done in P2-k2 ways. Every matrix in C(n, k) then occurs (generally 
more thorn once) among the mi:ttrices we have constructed; and there- 
fore, 
(3.1) (;)2 (;) Sk2 $-k2 2 1C(n, k)l . 
Now, when k = XJn), then the set C(n, k) is simply the set of all 12 X 12 
matrices with elements in { 1, . .., r} ,so that IC(n, k) I = rn2. Hence, by 
(3.1), 
and therefore 
r k2 0 - < g;(l) 5 G(i). s - . 
Thus , 
r k2 0 - < n2k S 
provided that k > (L); in other words, 
(3.2) 
2 log n 
x4s(n) = k < -__----- 
Tog (r/s) 
if x,,(@ > (i). On the other hand, if xcs(n) <, (:>, then (3.2) holds tri- 
vi;l:iy for all sufficiently large values of n. The proof of (1.3) is there- 
f;ore complete. 
To establish the lower bound in ( 1.4), we shall use the inequality ( 1.5) 
together with a weakened form of (1.3), namely 
(3.3) ?@r) = OW) for every e > 0 . 
Write m = 1 + x,,(n). Then, by (1.5) and (3.3), we have, for all suffi- 
ciently large values of n, 
(3 04) 8, (~8) < ( 1 + E) m 1,/m n2-(1/m) . 
Now, by the definition of x,,(n), there exists an rrX n matrix A with 
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elements in { 1, . . . . r) which contains no m X m submatrix of class Ms. 
For 1 <, i <, Y, let vi denote the number of elements of A equal to i, so 
that 
vl + . . . + vr = n2 . 
Let (jr, . . . . is} be a subset of (1, . . . . r) of cardinal S, and suppose that 
15 it C *.. < is <, r. Replace by 0 every element of A equal to one of 
i, f . . . . is and replace by 1 every other element. The resulting incidence 
. matrix has vjl + . . . + Vis zero elements but n, m X m zero submatrix. 
Hence, by the definition of O,(n), 
and so 
Vi1 + . . . + Vis < 0, (n) 
s_ n2 <, max (v- 
Y 9 
+ . . . + vis: 1 5 i, < . . . < is 5 r) < 8, (n) . 
Hence, by (3.4), 
F n2 < (1 + (2) ml/m n2-(llm) , 
and therefore, 
It follows, by (3.3), that 
(: +E:)~ > q(++ , 
and hence 
(1 -e)logn 
x,,(n) + 1 = m > --_-__--_ - 
log 5 f E 5 
( ) 
$(E) > 
where cl (e), c2 (E) depend only en E (and Y and s). The last inequality is 
equivalent to the asserticin in ( i .4); and Theorem 2 is therefore proved. 
We have little doubt that a more careful analysis would lead to the 
sharper elations 
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(3.5) 
fog n log n 
log (r/s)- c3 log log n <= X&O < 
2 log 11 log II 
log (r/s)- c4 log log n ’ 
where c3, c4 are positive constants (depending at &most on r and s). The 
additional effort necessary to establish the above inequalities does not 
s:em to be -worth making at present; but we have, at any rate, confirmed 
(3.5) for the case r = 2, s = 1. 
The principal tool in our discussion of Theorem 2 was the Kovari- 
Sos-TurBn inequality ( 1 S). To make the treatment self-contained, we 
shall now give an alternative proof of the inequality (1.4). For the con- 
venience of the reader, we break up the argument into a number of steps. 
Lemma 2. Let m, n be nat:d:rpal numbers and let z, w be positive numbers 
with w < n. If the m X n matrix A contains at least z zeros, then the 
number t of the rows qjA each of which contains at least w zeros satis- 
fies the inequality 
Z - mw 
t2 n- 
-w * 
Denoting by Zi the number of zeros in the it” row of A, we have 
z c, z, + I., +zfn .
.Hence 
z < tn + (m - t)rv , 
and the assertion follows. 
Lemma 3. Let 1.’ = ilcijll be an m x n matrix and let h, k be natural num- 
bcrs with k <_ ?I 5 n. If each row of C contains at IeQst h zeros and if e 
(A.1) m(i)> k (i), 
then C possesses a k x k zero submatrix. 
Denote the a.;) = p subsequences of (1, . . . . n) which have cardinal k 
Appendix 
by cl, . . . . up. Let the m X p incidence matrix 
the requirement that eii = 0 if and only if 
= 
ciql l ** = Ciqk 
=0 
E = lleiill be defined by 
25 
when Us = (ql, . . . . 
row resp. jth 
qk). Let Yi resp. Sj be the number of zeros in the ith 
column of E. Then Yi 2 (“,) for 1 5 i 2 ?n and so, by (A. 1 ), 
s1 + . . . + sp = r1 + . . . +r, 2 m 
‘h 0 k :, kp . 
Hence si 2 k for some j. Suppose, then, that ;=‘- . = . . . = eiki = 0 and 
ui = (jl , . . . . jk ). Then all the places (i,, jb ) ( 2 ‘4’,, b < k) in C are oc- 
cupied by zeros; and we have therefore identified a k X k zero subma- 
trix of C. 
Lemma 4. Let k, M be natural numbers and put 
m= {(r-s)H+ 1) ([r/s] + l)([x] + l)k, n=(rH+ l)k 
(where [E] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding t). If an m X n 
matrix B has at least s m n/r zero elements, then it possesses a k x k zero 
su bma trix. 
Denote by t the number of rows of B each of which contains at least 
sH k zeros. Then, by Lemma 2 (with z = s nz n/r, w = s H k), we have 
Z -mw_ms 
t> n 
n-rHk 
-W r n-sHk’ 
Hence, substituting the given values of ~1 and 12, we infer that 
I 
t> ((r-.s)H+ l}: ([x1+1) k 5 F~-=([x] -t 1)k. 
Thus B contains a ([x] + 1) k X (r f? + 1) k submatrix C in which every 
row has at least sf. k zeros. Now 
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and -therefore, by Lemma 3 t:with m = ([x ] + 1) k, n = (r H + 1) k, 
h = sH k), we infer that C, a:,ld therefore B, has a k X k zero submatrix. 
We are now ready to prove (1.4). Let e > 0. Throughout he argu- 
ment, n and k are taken as sufficiently large (i.e., greater than a bound 
which depends on r, s and e). Let I# be a natural number, and write 
&rH+ l)‘H+’ (sH- ljti-’ 
’ (YHyH (SHy 
Then 
Choose a value of H such that 
and keep it fixed throughout he argument. Put 
mk = W--ss)H+l}([r/S] +l)([x@l)k, n,=(rH+t)k. 
Then, by Stirling’s formula, we infer that 
,/(rH+ l)(sH- 1) l/2 
(A.3) Xk - .k 1 - -- 
rHsH 1 
(k-,00). 
. 
This implies, in particular, that mk > IQ if k is sufficiently large. 
Consider any mk X nk matrix A of class M’ and suppose that all its 
elements belong to ( 1, . . . . r}. For 1 &, i < Y, denote by A$ the number 
of elements of A equal to il, so that 
We shall assume for notational convenience that 
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i.e., at kaSt smk ?zk/r ekmentS Of A belong to { 1, . . . . S). 
We now replace by zero each element of A equal to any one of the 
numbers 1, . . . . s. The resulting ??zk X nk matrix B contains at least 
s mk nk /r zero elements and, in view of Lemma 4, B possesses a k X k 
zero submatrix, i.e., A possesses a k X k submatrix of class MS. Thus 
every mk X nk matrix of class k!’ has a k X k submatrix of class MS. 
A fortiori 
(A.4) &(??!k ) 2 k . 
Next, using (A.3), we see that xk+l /xk + o (k + =J). Eut ct > 1 and 
it follows that Xk : and therefore ?nk, increases trictly with k (for suffi- 
ciently large k). Now let n be a given large number and define k by the 
inequalities 
mk <_ n < mk+l . 
Then, by (A.4), 
Again, we note that for a suitable positive number c (which depends 
at most on F and s), 
mk<CHktJk. 
Hence, in view of (A.2), 
log mk < k log (r/S + 2E) 
and so 
k> - 
log mk+l 
log (r/s + 3 E) l 
Therefore, by (A.5), 
1% mk+l log n 
log (r/Is + 3 e) 
>- 
log (Y/S + 3 E) ; 
and this implies the validity of (1.4). 
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